2016 silverado hood

The Silverado has long been one of America's favorite trucks. RKSport makes premium quality,
functional hoods for the Chevy Silverado that will make yours stand out from the crowd. With
features like Ram Air Scoops and Heat Extraction Vents for a better running engine and material
options like fiberglass, carbon fiber or a combo of both, you will find exactly what your
Silverado needs to suite your style. Check out the options below and find the Silverado Hood
that is right for you. RKSport makes it easy! Disconnect the struts, wiper tubing and electrical
wire that runs to the engine compartment lamp. Unbolt the hood from the hinges and remove
the hood from the vehicle. Remove all stock hardware from the stock hood and re-install onto
the RKSport Hood. The Silverado has multiple adjustment points to assure a perfect fit. We
strongly recommend pre-fitting your new hood prior to painting. This will greatly reduce the
chance of marring the hood once it is painted. RKSport has developed an effective water
management system for all our Ram Air hoods to prevent any water that enters the scoop from
making it to the intake. The water is ultimately directed weep holes that allow the water to exit
the hood away from the intake and engine. RKSport does not offer paint services. We have
found over the years that it is better to ship the hood 'paint ready'. This eliminates the
possibility of paint damage during shipping and also allows you to pre-fit the hood prior to
painting, which reduces the likelihood of scratching or marring the hood during final
installation. The hood will arrive sealed in a premium quality, gray, gel coat. We recommend a
light sanding prior to applying primer and paint.. Yes, they ship ready to install, no painting
required. We finish them in a marine grade, clear gel coat for superior gloss, depth and UV
protection. Some customers prefer to add an automotive clear coat to our finish for additional
depth and gloss but it is not necessary from a protection point of view. It is possible but you
would need to modify it to make it work. RKSport Hoods do not require a hood liner. The
primary purpose of a hood liner is to protect the paint from engine heat. The double walled
construction of our hoods, combined with the natural ability of fiberglass to dissipate heat offer
more than adequate protection. Nav Menu 2. Fits all Silverado Models. Fits all Up Silverado
Models. Fits models Only. Fits Silverado , HD Models. Will not fit the Model. Fits Silverado and
HD models. Fits HD Models only. Fits Silverado models Will not fit HD models. Fit HD Models
only. Our collection of Chevy Silverado vinyl stripes and graphics kits that are guaranteed to set
your Chevy Silverado apart from all the rest. The sleek lines of the Silverado look amazing and
will benefit from an upgrade with our best quality Chevy Silverado OEM style racing stripes and
decals kits! We are proud to offer you top-selling vinyl graphics that easy to install and
manufactured from high quality automotive grade vinyl. Choose colors ranging from matte
black, gloss black, silver metallic, charcoal, gun metal, white, gold, orange, yellow, and so many
more! We distribute the highest quality Chevy Silverado stripes and Chevy Silverado vinyl
graphics and produce vinyl decals for the Silverado, and there is a great demand from Chevy
dealerships and professional vinyl stripes installers, and you will pay a fraction of the price for
these Chevy Silverado vinyl decal graphics as found from a local Chevy dealership. These
Chevy Silverado hood stripe and decal kits are precision cut for a perfect installation every time,
because precision vinyl cutting techniques ensure these Chevy stripes will complement the
sleek lines of your Silverado with the absolute minimum of trimming needed! Our Chevy
Silverado side stripe kits will give your Silverado a muscle truck makeover. Place an order today
for Chevy Silverado stripe vinyl graphics kits and your order will ship within 24 hours! Auto
Motor Stripes has been in the auto trim business since the 's, and we are the leader among
online and dealer direct auto vinyl graphics stores. We use a modern order processing system
that allows us to supply our customers with quality vinyl graphic body stripes, universal fit vinyl
car stripe kits, cut-to-fit vehicle specific vinyl graphic kits, and more that are shipped speedy
fast to automotive dealerships, professional installers and retail customers in the United States,
Canada and world-wide. Our auto vinyl graphic kits warehouses are located across the USA
which means your orders will ship fast so you can have them quickly for installation. Most of
our vinyl graphic kits have a shipment time of the same day or next day, and special orders
typically ship within just a few days. We carry a wide variety of major vinyl graphic brands, so
there's no need to settle for generic vinyl graphics from unproven overseas sources. If you are
a custom detail shop, automotive dealership, professional repair shop, auto body shop, or retail
customer know that our online prices are lower than buying wholesale vinyl graphics from your
local dealerships or competitors. Add the items to the shopping cart for shipping fee estimates,
and add your payment details to complete checkout Our automotive vinyl graphic experts
search tirelessly for the newest vinyl graphics available for the market today. So if you drive a
fast muscle car, or an economical compact, luxury sedan, pickup truck or minivan, be assured
we stock a huge selection of auto vinyl graphic products that you may need to keep your
automobile looking awesome. Our automotive vinyl striping experts know what it takes to
satisfy automobile enthusiasts in need of aftermarket vinyl graphic replacement parts for all

kinds of automotive car and truck applications. No matter if you are a DIY shade tree vinyl
graphic installer, a passionate vinyl graphic enthusiast, or if you are buying high-quality vinyl
graphic stripe kits to be installed by a professional vinyl graphic installation technician, you will
want the lowest prices with quick delivery. Our computerized inventory and streamlined
processing helps us meet your needs, from the latest car stripe accessories to truck decals and
racing stripes for a complete exterior remake. As if that wasn't good enough, we make it easy to
find OEM style vinyl graphic replacements that are all online with just a few clicks on your
computer or smartphone. If you need to make a purchase right now you can order quickly
online to have your vinyl graphic style shipped fast! The new Jeep Choose one of these popular
Chevy Silverado stripe kits and Chevy Silverado decal kits for a fast and popular exterior
accessory upgrade! The Chevrolet Silverado is a true modern truck and fast becoming the most
popular full-size truck in it's class. Chevy Silverado hood stripes and Silverado graphics stripe
decal kits will help this muscle truck stand out from the crowd, and now the same professional
grade vinyl graphic available from auto dealers can be found here for the Chevy Silverado
model years, available now here at vinylgraphicspro. Our Chevrolet Silverado vinyl decal kits
use precision manufacturing techniques for easier installations. These "cut to fit" vinyl decals
are manufactured from high quality 3M Automotive Grade and Avery Supreme Wrap cast vinyls,
the same professional quality used in OEM factory grade vinyl racing stripes and graphic decal
kits, with manufacturer ratings of five to 8 plus years for life expectancy of the cast vinyl, when
manufacturer care tips are followed carefully. We also ship our decals fast, so your car or truck
can have a high quality vinyl graphic decal kit in just a few days. Please wait Home Select
Vehicle Chevy Silverado. View all brands. Current Top Sellers. Choose Options. Select
sub-category. View As Grid List. Wish Lists. The Silverado doesn't get any better This functional
RKSport ram air hood delivers fresh air right over your stock air box and extracts engine heat to
keep your truck running at optimum levels. This hood ships unpainted and installation utilizes
your stock hardware. This Silverado ram air hood will only fit the model. If the parts are refused
and not damaged or missing, the customer will be responsible for shipping. You will need to
have these items installed by a professional body shop and may need hours of prep work for
installation. These hoods are not simple bolt-ons, they are hand made and as such fender,
bumper and grill adjustments may need to be made for proper fitment. A minimum of hours of
prep work is usually required for paint. LM Performance is not responsible for paint or prep
labor with regards to installation and painting of these hoods. If there is a fitment problem
please contact us before trying to paint the hood. If the part is painted the painted parts cannot
be returned for any reason. If the part is defective we will need to see pictures of the part on the
car showing the defect as well as a picture of the entire part on the car. LMPerformance has
enhanced our line of products and parts for major car and truck modifications with RK Sport air
hoods, spoilers and body kits for many vehicle models. In addition for those who want a more
affordable variant, RK Sport offers body kits manufactured from hand-laid fiberglass. The body
kits are made up of four pieces, namely front, rear, and side skirts. And most of them include
full bumpers, yet there are some kits that include only front bumper skirts. Each product comes
with the detailed instructions and all the required OEM hardware. And note, that to ensure the
cleanest look possible, we recommend to have a body kit professionally installed by a body
shop specialist who has experience with the aftermarket body kits. LMPerformance realizes a
sporty image of a vehicle will never be finished without a spoiler. You may have a brand-new
body kit, but you'll still miss something. Offering virtually limitless variants that can enhance
your ride in every way, LMPerformance offers the RK Sport ultimate line of spoilers.
LMPerformance's goal is to offer design spoilers that can do both uplift the style of a vehicle
and improve its aerodynamics. Each single product is a reliable proof that RKSport achieves
that goal. The company produces spoilers from hand laid carbon fiber that features flexibility
and premium durability, or hand laid fiberglass, which is both lightweight and extremely strong
material. Designed for each specific vehicle, RKSport spoilers ensure flawless fit and clean
look. Available with a gray gel coat, they are ready for prepping and custom painting. Each
spoiler is shipped with the detailed instructions and all the hardware that it needed for
installation. In R. That same year, R. In and , he won two World Challenge titles in a Corvette.
Finally, in with his experiences both on and off the track, R. LMPerformance wishes to point out
to its race enthusiasts that RKSport was born and bred on the race track. It is the offspring of
racer and race car builder RK Smith. It also forged the philosophy and principles on which
RKSport was built. Wash hands after handling. For more information, visit Buyer takes all
responsibility to ensure that any modifications or upgrades that have done conform to all
applicable laws and regulations for road use, especially pertaining to safety and emissions. This
policy shall be in force for all past, current, and future purchases from LMPerformance, Inc. All
other locations extra. Examples would be SPEC stage 3 clutch kits which all use the same

photo. Sometimes we get mistakes in product information sent from vendors such as typos. We
can not be responsible for these typos, if you see something that does not look right please let
us know before ordering so we can double check for you first. LMPerformance will not pay for
typos in any way, monetarily or otherwise. These are parts that other customers have
purchased while purchasing the product on this page. Current Mods: Cold air intake, mandrel
bent air to air pipes, magna flow exhaust, and a little tune pushing about 24 lbs. All running
through a new Gen 3 ZZP performance 2. Below are other popular parts other customers have
purchased for their Chevrolet Silverado. Originating in the work force at Late Model
Performance has maintained a noteworthy high level of customer service and has made
available a multifarious selection of new performance automotive parts and appurtenances
represented by some of the preeminent names in the automotive performance parts industry.
The vehicles represented range from to the present date and our inventory is tremendous and is
continually rejuvenated for the purpose of offering an incomparable number and multiplicity of
parts to meet the customer's every need. Our 5-star service is an additional reason to shop at
Late Model Performance. See what LM Performance looked like in Often Purchased Together
These are parts that other customers have purchased while purchasing the product on this
page. RKSport Saturn Sky Ram Air Hood; Ram air hood By: Aaron Ownership: 1 month - 1 year
This is the second fibreglass hood on the car in the pictures the first would almost fold in half
when you tried to close it. The RKsports hood is built to last. It takes a little work to fit and
adjust. Make sure you have a good body shop fit and adjust your hood. I absolutely love how
the hood changed the look of the car. Very well built. Other Popular Parts Below are other
popular parts other customers have purchased for their Chevrolet Silverado. Corsa Chevy
Silverado 5. Recently Viewed. Privacy Policy. Hello, Sign In! Your Andy's account is now active
and you're logged in. All available coupons will be applied automatically in your shopping cart!
Select Your Vehicle. Year APM Automotive. Extreme Dimensions. RK Sport. US Body Source.
Duraflex GT Hood - 1 Piece. Duraflex Viper Look Hood. Fits: Chevrolet Avalanche without
cladding , Silverado. Duraflex Ram Air Fiberglass Hood. Fits: Chevrolet Silverado, Chevrolet
Avalanche. Duraflex Cowl Hood. Duraflex CV-X Hood. Duraflex ZL1 Look Hood. Previous 1 2 3 4
Next. Not able to find what you are looking for? Thanks to their extremely light weight and good
strength they offer the same look as steel components but will give better acceleration and
handling because of their reduced mass. They are also offered in an assortment of designs from
OEM restoration panels, to performance models with built-in hood scoops and power bulges.
Weight savings in only one of the many advantages of fiberglass. This fantastic resin based
material is inexpensive to produce in a vast array of shapes, meaning you can go crazy with
style and design. Unlike steel, fiberglass will not rust or corrode so you can count on it to last,
even on the salted roads of the east coast. Fiberglass can also be repaired if it is damaged or
cracked in an accident, so you won't have to track down another hood if you get into a small
fender bender. In the right applications, this stuff is very hard to beat. Q: How do you install a
fiberglass hood? A: Depending on the manufacturer, fiberglass hoods are often close to OEM
fit, which means you simply unbolt your factory hood and replacing it with the custom hood. Q:
Why buy a fiberglass hood? A: Fiberglass hoods are a fantastic way to customize the
appearance of your car. There are several different styles available, and they all can change the
look of your car instantly. These hoods should be painted to match the color of your car, and
are normally lighter than your factory hood and therefore better for performance. Q: Can
fiberglass hoods help your vehicle's performance at all? A: Most fiberglass hoods are
substantially lighter than the factory hood, which would decrease weight and therefore increase
performance and make acceleration and braking quicker. Some fiberglass hood manufacturer's
also provide optional "functional" air induction kits as an option to be purchased with the hood.
The kits, when installed, direct incoming cold air that travels through the hood vent directly to
your air box, thereby increasing horsepower and making the hood functional. Only a few hood
manufacturers offer a the kit that makes the hood functional. Q: The hood I'm considering
buying from Andy's is vented and has openings in it that appear to expose it to rain. Should I be
concerned about that? Will it be harmful to my vehicle if rain goes through those vents into my
engine bay? Is there a way to protect against that from happening? A: Adding guards could
potentially defeat the purpose of a vented hood, which is to help cool your engine bay. Some
customers do get creative and add their own diverters under the hood for a custom solution to
the perceived problem, but you would have to figure out how to attach them and whether there's
room under the hood in the first place. That being said, we have never heard of any problems
running a vented hood as-is, and we've done it ourselves for many years without any issues to
speak of. Q: Are hood pins required for a fiberglass or carbon fiber hood? A: We strongly
advise using hood pins on all fiberglass and carbon fiber hoods, as they provide an additional
level of safety should the main latch fail or if a strong gust of wind should peel the hood skin

away from its skeleton. Q: Do fiberglass hoods come pre-drilled for hood pins? A: No. Since
there are many different styles of hood pins available, it is up to our customers to drill the holes
themselves to ensure a perfect fit. Filter Your Results. Fiberglass Hoods APM Automotive 2.
Amerihood Extreme Dimensions RK Sport 7. US Body Source 3. Duraflex 5. Choose Your
Vehicle:. Customer Support. Contact Us. Returns Policy. Terms of Service. About Us. About
Andy's. In The Media. Andy's Parts Smarts. Andy's Auto Sport TV. Customer Rides. The Andy's
Dictionary. Knowledge Base. Sales Programs. Price Stomp. Car Club Discounts. Wholesale
Discounts. Sign Up. Hello, Sign In! Your Andy's account is now active and you're logged in. All
available coupons will be applied automatically in your shopping cart! Select Your Vehicle. Year
Coast to Coast. Key Parts. Street Scene. Fits: Chevy Avalanche without body side cladding ,
Chevy Silverado except HD, , Key Parts Cowl Hood. Previous 1 2 3 Next. Not able to find what
you are looking for? The hood is one of the most prominent design features on your vehicle.
However, because of its placement at the front of your ride, it is also prone to damage from road
debris and accidents. Whether you are restoring your car or simply fixing accident damage, you
are sure to find the perfect hood in our lineup. While there are other alternatives, steel is still the
top choice material for replacement hoods thanks to its affordability and fantastic fit and finish.
Often times a steel hood will also help maintain the value of your car. Many consumers frown
upon non-original hoods which cause resale values to plummet. So if you want to keep your
vehicle's value, and maintain its good looks, we recommend looking into a replacement steel
hood. Q: How do you install a steel hood? A: Steel hoods are attached the same way your OEM
hood is. There are four bolts that hold the factory hood to the hinges, so remove those, and
align and re-bolt the new hood in using those same 4 bolts. Q: Why buy a steel hood? A: Steel
hoods use factory hardware and usually meet OEM criteria for fit and finish. The steel hoods we
sell give you a great way to enhance the appearance of your car and give it a custom race look.
As opposed to fiberglass or carbon hoods, steel hoods do not need hood pins and will stay
securely on your vehicle at any speed. Q: Are steel hoods paintable? A: Steel hoods are
definitely paintable. It's expected that you'll paint them to match the color of your car. Filter
Your Results. Steel Hoods Coast to Coast 6. Goodmark 3. Key Parts 5. Reflexxion Street Scene
2. Choose Your Vehicle:. Customer Support. Contact Us. Returns Policy. Terms of Service.
About Us. About Andy's. In The Media. Andy's Parts Smarts. Andy's Auto Sport TV. Customer
Rides. The Andy's Dictionary. Knowledge Base. Sales Programs. Price Stomp. Car Club
Discounts. Wholesale Discounts. Sign Up. Skip to main content of over 2, results for "chevy
silverado hood". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review.
From Our Brands. Packaging Option. International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:.
Enter a new vehicle to add it to Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle.
Amazon's Choice for chevy silverado hood. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb FREE Shipping. Only 4
left in stock - order soon. Only 9 left in stock - order soon. Only 10 left in stock - order soon.
Only 5 left in stock - order soon. Auto Ventshade Hood Shield. Related searches. N
2003 silverado instrument cluster fuse
97 dodge ram headlight switch
2002 ford windstar lx
eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

